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Abstract—Traffic matrices are used for many network management operations, from planning to repairing. Despite years of research on the topic, their estimation and inference on the Internet are still challenging and error-prone. For example, missing values are unavoidable due to flaws in the measurement systems and possible failure in data collection systems. It is thus helpful for many network operators to recover the missing data from the partial direct measurements. Some existing matrix completion methods do not fully consider network traffic behavior and hidden traffic characteristics, showing the inability to adapt to multiple scenarios. Others instead make assumptions on the matrix structure that may be invalid or impractical, curtailing the applicability. In this paper, we propose Hide & Seek, a novel matrix completion and prediction algorithm based on a combination of generative autoencoders and Hidden Markov Models. We demonstrate with an extensive experimental evaluation on real-world datasets how our algorithm can accurately reconstruct missing values while predicting their short-term evolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic matrices (TM) are a critical input for many distributed system management tasks, including capacity planning, anomaly detection, and even business intelligence. For example, they can help with provider selection in routing with network resources provisioning, network debugging [1], or even with network anomaly detection and network security [2]. Despite their importance, obtaining a complete TM at any given time is a challenge. TM incompleteness may be caused by measurement impracticality [3], (voluntary) data amputations [4], or both.

After several years of research on this topic, operators still rely mostly on low-resolution measurements such as SNMP messages. However, even excellent measurement systems suffer from errors and missing data, so a TM is often required to be complete or reconstructed before it can be used in any application, or as an input of a machine learning model [4]. The majority of existing techniques to estimate a traffic matrix given a limited set of measurements rely on network inference and network tomography methods, e.g., [5].

Moreover, although the literature has already addressed the problem from both spatial and temporal perspectives, giving birth to Machine Learning (ML)-based methods as in [6]–[8], a more general approach that can account simultaneously for both space and time is still missing, i.e., a method that can both solve the matrix completion problem and predict future values of such matrix elements.

To this aim, we propose Hide & Seek, a novel solution that can complete the TM starting from hidden information while also predicting the future values of these missing entries. Our solution is based on an augmented Hidden Markov Model (HMM), where the traditionally employed Viterbi algorithm [9] is replaced with a more performant algorithm based on Adversarial AutoEncoder (AAE) [10]. In particular, the AAE-based encoding method is applied to complete the matrix, while the more general HMM keeps track of the evolution of the traffic data, so to predict the next value.

The key to our matrix completion/prediction approach is the ability to observe a sufficiently useful subset of the matrix entries, which we denote as hidden information. The main advantage of our method is that we do not rely on any statistical assumptions about the rank of the traffic matrix. Conversely, in our model, we convert the estimation problem into a process aiming to learn the hidden relationship between the partial traffic data, viewed as hidden information, and the missing traffic value.

In particular, our contribution in this paper is twofold. (i) We first define a novel learning-based predictor for traffic matrices that improves the traditional HMM. This new model leverages AAE to estimate missing information and infer their values in the near future. Then, (ii) we propose a traffic matrix completion algorithm that uses the aforementioned model. While we use the algorithm for traffic inference, the algorithm is applicable in a variety of contexts, within or outside network management, given the limited set of requirements and its learning-based nature.

In an extensive experimental evaluation on real-world Internet traces, namely collections from the Abilene and GEANT networks, we demonstrate how effective our Adversarial AutoEncoder is in finding the hidden relationship between the missing value and the observed traffic entries that are adjacent in the TM. Besides, the HMM can properly predict the evolution of these unknown entries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the existing literature about the matrix completion problem. Section III describes the model of the system and presents the specific problems addressed by Hide & Seek. In Section IV we present the methods used in the solution, highlighting how we combined AAE with HMM and specifying how they are used in our algorithm. Results are then presented in Section V, and finally, we conclude our paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK

The problem of traffic matrix inference has been well-studied and has been addressed from different angles given the variety of fields where it finds applicability and the importance in networking [11]. Common methods for matrix completion to be developed are based on the incorporation of side information from different sources, such as total incoming bytes and number of customers [12]. For example, in [5] the proposed solution takes advantage of using multiple readily available data sources.

One of the most common approaches is the low-rank matrix completion, spanning a wide range of techniques, from norm minimization [13], to singular value thresholding [14], to alternating minimization [15], to name a few. What these approaches have in common is that they assume the whole matrix has a low rank, and pose an optimization to fit the entire matrix with a single rank-r model. At the same time, some studies have acknowledged some spatial and temporal properties in the TM. Based on the spatial traffic feature, in [16] TM is modeled as multi-Gaussian models and then used to estimate the missing data.

To recover the missing entries in traffic data, also spatio-temporal tensor completion methods have been studied in the literature [4], [17], [18]. For example, [17] introduces a tensor (a multidimensional array) to model a time series of pure spatial traffic matrices. The model takes the lower-dimensional latent structure of network traffic and hidden traffic characteristics into account to extract this latent structure of traffic via tensor factorization.

Different from these solutions, we propose a learning-based approach, combining statistical with ML features and taking advantage of the concept of spatial affinity inside a smaller submatrix.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A traffic matrix, i.e., a matrix reporting the traffic volumes between origin and destination in a network, has a potential utility for network capacity planning and management tasks. However, traffic matrices are often hard to measure directly in large operational IP networks, and it is often required to complete the matrix in the unknown cells.

In this paper, we analyze the problem of Traffic Matrix (TM) estimation from two different perspectives: matrix completion and future value prediction. Despite differing in the model resolution, both the first part, TM completion, and the second part, TM inference, start with a partially-observed traffic matrix. Since these two tasks share the same system model, we first describe the details of our considered model, and then we formally define the two problems addressed by Hide & Seek.

A. System Model

In our model, we consider a network with \( n \) nodes, and we denote with \( \Omega \) the non-empty set of all sources and destinations in a network, where \( |\Omega| = n \). Hence, at the time \( t \), the resulting Traffic Matrix (TM) is an \( n \times n \) square matrix, whose element represents the number of bytes sent from node \( i \) to node \( j \) during the considered measurement interval.

We then consider the evolution of the sampling time, turning the TM into a 3-dimensional array, \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n \times m} \), where \( n \) is the cardinality of nodes, and there are \( m \) time intervals. Its entry \( Q(i,j,t) \) denotes the traffic bytes of the origin-destination pair \( i \rightarrow j \) observed at time \( t \), i.e., in the measurement interval \( [t-1,t) \), where \( i = 1, \ldots n, j = 1,2, \ldots n, t = 1,2, \ldots m \). Therefore, the entries \( Q(i,j,:) \) represent the traffic bytes count variation along with the time for the Origin and Destination (OD) pair \( (i,j) \). We model the TM entries as continuous values, as we find this assumption reasonable for most volumes of traffic [19].

In addition, we use a binary matrix \( Z \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n \times m} \) to indicate whether entries of the TM \( Q \) are missing, defined as follows:

\[
Z(i,j,t) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } Q(i,j,t) \text{ is missing,} \\
1 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \tag{1}
\]

Consequently, the observed measurement matrix \( R \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n \times m} \), which denotes the set of information that is available, is obtained as:

\[
R = Z \cdot Q, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \cdot \) represents the scalar product of two matrices, i.e., \( R(i,j,t) = Z(i,j,t) \cdot Q(i,j,t) \).

B. Solving the Matrix Completion and Inference Problems

Based on the previous traffic model, we define two different yet interconnected problems, completion and prediction, where the latter is also referred to as inference. The traffic matrix completion problem is defined as follows. Let \( R_t \) be the observed TM at time \( t \) and \( Q_t \) the actual TM. Let then \( D \) denote the set with all the entry points of \( R_t \) whose measurement is missing. In matrix completion, a mapping function \( F_t \) must be found to constitute \( Q_t \) given as input \( R_t \) and the set \( D \). Note that, conversely to other related studies [12], [17], in this paper, we do not limit this mapping function to be linear, and for this reason, we consider a model based on neural networks, as described in Section IV-C.
Then, we define the matrix prediction or matrix inference as follows. Given \( R_t \) as the observed TM at time \( t \) and \( D \) as the set with all the entry points of \( R_t \) whose measurement is missing, in matrix inference, a mapping function \( F_2 \) must be found to constitute the actual TM at time \( t+1 \), \( Q_{t+1} \), given as input \( R_t \) and \( D \).

We summarize the main components of our architecture in Fig. 1. After extracting the information from the collected TM, we solve the two defined problems. It must be noted that, although the matrix prediction can potentially regard the entire TM, in this paper we limit our attention to matrix entries whose historical information is only partial. A large amount of literature has already addressed the problem of internet traffic prediction without considering missing data, achieving excellent results [20]–[22]. For this reason, we present a solution that is orthogonal to these traffic forecasting methods, and that can be used in conjunction with them for network planning optimizations.

IV. Predictive Model Design

In this section, we describe the model used to estimate the missing values within a traffic matrix. Such an estimator consists of an HMM model that dictates the evolution over time of traffic values and an autoencoder used to improve the performance of the HMM. Part of our contribution in this paper is to improve traditional HMMs, and this is obtained by making use of adversarial autoencoder as an alternative method for the decoding problem.

A. Hidden Markov Model Framework

Hidden Markov Models have received attention for traffic statistical characteristics with only a relatively small number of states [23], [24]. These studies have analyzed the efficacy of HMM in modeling the packet flow generated by an individual application or the aggregate traffic on a single channel. HMMs are built around the concept of hidden variable, \( x_i \), and observed variable, \( y_i \), the transition probability describing the dynamic behavior of the system, \( p(x_{i+1} \mid x_i) \), and the emission probability describing how the system generates the observation based on the hidden variable, \( p(y_i \mid x_i) \). To start the process, the model requires an initial state distribution, represented as \( \pi(x_0) \). The key assumption in HMM is that the state evolves as a Markov process where the probability distribution of the current state only depends on the state of the previous epoch, i.e., \( p(x_i \mid x_{i-1}, \ldots, x_1) = p(x_i \mid x_{i-1}) \).

It has been shown how this first-order Markov process is sufficient for modeling temporal characteristics of the network channel [25], [26].

To describe the state evolution over time, a transition probability matrix (PM) is defined. Thus, PM is filled with all the transition probabilities \( p(x_{i+1} \mid x_i) \), \( \forall x_i \in \chi \). Generally, PM, \( \pi(x_0) \), and \( p(y_i \mid x_i = j) \) are unknown, so we need to estimate them either using some parametric or data-driven approaches. Very often, each Hidden Markov Model can also be represented as \( \lambda = (A, B, \pi) \), where \( A \) denotes the transition probability matrix, \( B \) refers to the emission probability matrix, and \( \pi \) is the vector containing the initial states probabilities. It should be noted that, despite the similarity, the PM matrix is completely different from the traffic matrix that we consider in our model, as the TM reports the number of bytes transmitted between a source and a destination, while the PM contains the transition probabilities among the states of HMM.

Moreover, HMMs are characterized by three basic problems: training, likelihood, and decoding. While training is common to other ML algorithms, in this paper we focus on the decoding, as likelihood is out of the scope (see [27] for further information). The decoding phase attempts to find the most likely hidden state sequence \( X \) given the observation sequence over time \( Y \) and the HMM model \( \lambda = (A, B, \pi) \). The problem is usually solved by means of the Viterbi [9] algorithm for hidden state estimation, which uses a dynamic programming approach and a forward-backward method in order to maximize the likelihood of the whole generating state sequence. The problem of finding the most likely state sequence can be summarized as follows: given a sequence of observed values \( (\widehat{y}_0, \widehat{y}_1, \ldots, \widehat{y}_n) \), we would like to infer the corresponding hidden variable \( \widehat{x}_t \), i.e., \( \widehat{x}_t \sim p(x_t \mid \widehat{y}_t, \ldots, \widehat{y}_0) \).

In H&S we design to replace the traditional Viterbi algorithm with an AAE, described in the following.

B. Learning with Adversarial Autoencoder

Adversarial AutoEncoder (AAE) has been firstly presented in [10] as a model that can turn an autoencoder into a generative model. Leveraging the more general approach of generative adversarial networks (GAN), AAE can perform variational inference by matching the aggregated posterior of the hidden code vector of the autoencoder with an arbitrary prior distribution.

In recent years GAN has been at the basis of a variety of alterations, giving rise to a large number of GAN-based models, such as CycleGAN [28], BiGAN [29], Super-Resolution GAN [30], to cite a few. This more general model is generally applied over bits of an image and is made up of two neural networks: a generator and a discriminator. The former accepts an input vector of randomly generated noise and produces an output “imitation” image that looks similar, if not identical, to the authentic image. The latter network attempts to determine if a given image is “authentic” or “fake”. Similarly, in AAE, an autoencoder is trained with dual objectives—a traditional reconstruction error criterion and an adversarial training criterion. The presence of a discriminator and a latent space, along with a different training process, makes AAE different from the traditional autoencoder, i.e., the well-known Variational autoencoder (VAE).

Generative models are often applied to capture rich distributions such as audio, images, or video, and to generate a synthetic version. Following the recent and mostly unexplored trend of applying these models in disparate domains [31],
[32], we consider this class of problems for Markovian environments. Specifically (as suggested in [32]), we use the autoencoder to map some of the available entries of the TM (observed state) to the missing values (hidden state), following the HMM modeling.

After a necessary training phase, the encoder learns to convert input data to an intermediate representation, while the decoder learns a deep generative model that maps this intermediate representation to the final output. In our scenario, the input data represents the traffic data coming with partial information, $R$, while the output data distribution is the complete traffic matrix with reconstructed values, $Q$. The generator of the adversarial network is also an encoder that helps training by drawing samples to create a posterior distribution that can fool the discriminator network into thinking that the hidden code comes from the true prior distribution.

C. H&S Procedure

We can now define the observed and hidden states in our specific model, which are then used to solve the matrix completion and inference tasks.

H&S states variables. For each missing value at time $t$ we define a current evidence $y_t$ as a square matrix with dimension $k \times k$. Such submatrix represents the elements surrounding the missing entry of the position $(i,j)$ that we are interested in estimating. The hidden state value $x_t$, instead, is a single value that represents the missing entry of TM at position $(i,j)$. Note that the number of observed states $y_t$ is affected by the dimension of the submatrix, $k$, and is a crucial parameter to specify during the design of the model.

While modeling a single hidden value is a classical procedure in HMM [9] models, there is a tradeoff in choosing the best matrix size $k$. A smaller size implies a simpler model but may yield an inadequate representation of the space of possible behaviors, accounting for insufficient spatial similarities. On the other hand, a large $k$ leads to a more complex model with more parameters but may, in turn, lead to overfitting. In our validation, we used a $7 \times 7$ submatrix, as a result of a cross-validation study used to learn this critical parameter (herein omitted due to space limits).

Pre-processing. As a best practice, before using the traffic quantities in our model, they must be prepared. Data preparation involves using normalization or other standardization techniques to re-scale input and output variables prior to training the ML model. For this reason, we apply a standard normalization approach to scale input values into $0−1$ range, which makes the model more general and transferable over different networks. Moreover, to inform the model about missing values, we apply the concept of masking, which consists in marking the locations of the input space to be ignored using an identifiable value, e.g., $-1$. The AAE model, then, always expects the same number of inputs ($k \times k$) but can distinguish between measured values and missing ones. This procedure can be easily generalized when there exist multiple missing values to estimate.

HMM parameters. Another parameter to define is the number of possible values for hidden states, which affects the dimensions of the transition probability matrix (PM). This design is made more difficult since we are dealing with continuous values for the bytes of traffic, and we are also interested in predicting the future values where an entry is missing. For this reason, we decide to use an approach where the computation of the future value $x_{t+1}$ is equivalent to estimating the difference with respect to the last hidden state $x_t$. As we have normalized values, this difference resides within the interval $[-0.9, 0.9]$. Besides, since the PM must be limited, we only consider 50 possible values inside this interval so that the prediction is accurate, but the problem is tractable. In other words, we compute the probability over a discrete set of possible evolutions rather than directly predicting future traffic. We referred to this set as $E$, and the value at time $t$ is $e_t$. Hence, the PM reports the probabilities that the next hidden state is obtained by the current state added to the value in this set $e_t$, where considered traffic values have been opportunely normalized.

Matrix completion. In view of the foregoing, we are now able to describe the procedure dictating the H&S behavior and functionalities. The traffic matrix completion task is converted into the decoding problem of HMM, where the objective is to find the value of a missing entry (hidden state), given as input the adjacent submatrix (observed matrix).

Using the aforementioned notation, the task becomes: given the observation $y_t$ at time $t$, the traffic matrix is completed by finding the hidden $x_t$. Besides, using AAE to learn this mapping function, H&S is also able to deal with non-linear relationships, which allows generalizing our model over a broader area of traffic conditions.

Future traffic prediction. Along with the matrix completion at time $t$, it may be required to predict the future state at time $t+1$. In this case, it is a task of computing posterior distribution over the future states, given evidence (i.e., current TM) and past evolution till now. We derive the predicted next hidden state as the one with the highest probability, according to:

$$e_{t+1} = \arg \max_{e_{t+1}} p(e_{t+1} \mid \tilde{y}_t, \ldots, \tilde{y}_0),$$

$$\tilde{x}_{t+1} = \tilde{x}_t + e_{t+1}. \tag{4}$$

Since in our HMM model we consider the evolution of the hidden states in terms of difference to the previous step, we need first to determine this difference, $e_{t+1}$, and then add this value to the traffic value at time $t$, i.e., $x_t$. In other words, given the sequence of observations at time $t$, we decode them into the hidden state using AAE, and we forecast the next hidden variable using the maximization of posterior probabilities.

V. Evaluation Results

In this section, we quantify the benefits brought by our Hide & Seek algorithm in the resolution of the traffic matrix completion problem.
A. Experimental Settings

**Internet traffic traces.** In our trace-driven evaluation we used two publicly available datasets. The first was the GEANT [33] dataset, consisting of traffic matrices built using full routing information of 23 routers, sampled Netflow data, and routing information of the European GEANT network, with a sampling interval of 15 minutes and duration of one week. The second set of traces was imported from the Abilene traffic matrix dataset [34], a backbone network consisting of 11 nodes of major cities in the USA. In this case, we used one week of traffic collected with a granularity of 10 minutes for a total of 1008 time intervals.

**Benchmark algorithms.** To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed H&S for matrix completion, we compare its performance with the following algorithms, opportunely adapted to our context. First, **CCAЕ [35],** an algorithm that transforms the recovery problem to images inpainting, a computer vision technique used to reconstruct missing segments in images. **CCAЕ reconstructs the missing values using cascaded convolutional autoencoders,** where matrices are regarded as “generalized” images. The second benchmark algorithm is the **Spatio-Temporal Tensor Completion** method, or **STTC [17].** This method models network traffic as a tensor pattern, projecting tensors into a lower-dimensional latent space via tensor factorization, while preserving the multi-way nature of the network traffic data. Third, **LMaFit [15],** the Low-rank Matrix Fitting (LMaFit) algorithm. This predictor, one of the most commonly used methods for general matrix completion, solves a low-rank factorization model for matrix completion by applying a successive nonlinear over-relaxation. Forth, **STGM [16],** a recently developed algorithm in which the rows of a TM are clustered into $K$ subgroups, and the TM is divided into many subparts with spatial similarities. The matrix is then completed by Bayesian inference, using the multi-Gaussian models obtained in the previous steps. Fifth, the classical $k$ nearest neighbors ($k$NN), where we assume that the missing values of the TM are predicted by local interpolation of the targets associated to the nearest $k$ neighbors [36]. As in our AAE case, we use a weighted average with $k = 7$. Sixth, **ConvLSTM, a recent solution that integrates a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model and a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for spatiotemporal modeling and estimating the future network traffic [7].**

B. Matrix Completion Performance on Random Loss Patterns

We now study the performance of our traffic matrix completion algorithm when varying the amount of known information. To this end, we hide data points independently at random, to evaluate the completion performance. Missing values range from 1 to 80 percent of the total entries.

Starting with the Abilene network dataset, we compare our solution against a similar approach, also based on autoencoders, as in the CCAЕ solution. Our AAE-based traffic matrix completion method outperforms the benchmark CCAЕ (Fig. 2a). This is because of the diverse machine learning model and how data are treated to fill the missing traffic matrix cells. In particular, our approach can handle a considerable percentage of missing entries, conversely to CCAЕ. We have experienced how the performance of CCAЕ largely depends on the position of the missing entries in the matrix, and its masking model poorly scales when the majority of the elements is unknown.

To validate this result, we then consider all other benchmark algorithms for matrix completion, reporting the results in Fig. 2b. The MAE error provided by H&S is the lowest among all the percentages of missing entries. Further, the error achieved is also minimal, considering the traffic values present in the matrices. This outcome is particularly important as it demonstrates how this technique can be used in real deployments to take network decisions even when the available information is incomplete.

To generalize these findings, we then perform the same set of experiments over the GEANT traffic data, comparing the ability of the two diverse autoencoders to complete the traffic matrix (Fig. 2c). While the error achieved for matrix completion is higher compared to the Abilene use case, due to the different order of magnitude of values themselves, our adversarial autoencoder method is still more effective than CCAЕ. Besides, H&S shows the same ability to handle a considerable amount of missing data. Similar considerations are valid when comparing our model against other related benchmarks, as seen in Fig. 2d. Other solutions, such as kNN and LMaFit, are able to provide a limited error either in one scenario or the other, but not consistently.

These results confirm our hypothesis that a GAN-based model can learn even when no guarantees of special properties between the cells of the traffic matrix hold.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Hide & Seek, a method to efficiently achieve traffic matrix completion and inference, built on top of an HMM-based approach, but replacing the traditional encoding algorithm with an Adversarial AutoEncoder (AAE). We used our algorithm to estimate the missing entries in the traffic matrix and to predict their values in the short horizon. Our evaluation, performed over two publicly available real datasets, i.e., Abilene and GEANT networks, validate the performance of our approach, highlighting the efficacy of AAE in computing the missing values starting from a limited set of information. Testing the generality of Hide & Seek to improve upon traditional HMMs over diverse traffic loads will be investigated as future work.
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